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Polarization phenomena in meson-nucleon scattering are studied for high energies and scat
tering angles ~ 180°. It is shown that the recoil nucleon polarization does not oscillate at 
asymptotically high energies. Only correlative quantities oscillate. The magnitude of the 
oscillation amplitude is estimated. 

l. According to the hypothesis of moving poles of 
the scattering amplitude as a function of the orbital 
angular momentum, the asymptotic behavior of the 
pion-nucleon backward scattering [i] (scattering 
angles "' 180°) at high energies is determined by 
the fermion poles, i.e., poles whose trajectories 
describe various fermion families. 

Assuming that the invariant amplitudes satisfy 
the momentum-transfer dispersion relation, and 
using purely kinematic considerations, Gribov has 
shown [2] that the poles of scattering amplitudes 
of different parity coincide when the square of the 
c.m.s. energy of the crossing u-channel tends to 
zero, and become complex-conjugate when u < 0. 
This character of fermion-pole trajectories leads 
to an oscillatory behavior of the scattering ampli
tudes of high energies, but these oscillations do 
not appear in the differential scattering cross sec
tion averaged over the polarizations of all the par
ticles that participate in the process. 

We discuss in the present paper polarization 
phenomena in high-energy meson-nucleon scatter
ing (scattering angles ~ 180° ). It turns out that 
the polarization of the recoil nucleons, like the 
cross section, does not oscillate at high energies. 
Only the correlative quantities oscillate. 

2. The pion nucleon scattering amplitude is of 
the form 

F (u, t) = a (u, t) + + (k- k1 ) b (u, t), (1) 

where u = ( k' + p )2 - square of the energy in the 
u-channel, t = (p + p' )2; k, k', and p, p' - mo
menta of the pions and nucleons, respectively, be
fore and after scattering ( k + p + k' + p' = 0). 

The connection between the invariant amplitudes 
a and b and the partial amplitudes <P~'A. in the u
channel is of the form 

A (u, t) = 2ma (u, t) + (u - m2 - 112) b (u, t) 

B (u, t) = (u + m2 -112) a (u, t) + m (u - m2 + 112) b (u, t) 

= 2 Vu L<JJL (u) lP;+'I. (z) + P;_'l, (z)J, 
j 

where 

(2) 

1/J -scattering angle in the u-channel. 
The helicity amplitudes <P~'A. are related to the 

partial amplitudes of fixed parity in the following 
manner: 

<Jl~n (u) = + [f~ (u) ± f~ (u) I. 

If we assume that the nearest singularities on 
the side of large J of the amplitudes f~ are poles, 
then we obtain for the asymptotic values of A(u, s) 
and B(u, s) with u < 0 and t- oo, i.e., s- oo 

(in the physical region of the s -channel ) , the fol
lowing expressions [2]: 

Im A(u, s) = ± p (u) cos (j"£ + <p) si'-'1•, 

ReA (u, s) = a±p (u) cos (j"£ + <p + 0) si'-'1•, 

Im B (u, s) = ± ll -u p(u) sin (j"£ + <p) si'-'1•, 

ReB (u, s) = a± l/- up (u) sin (j"£ + <p + ~) si'-'1•, 

a;, = (ch nj" + sin nj')/(ch nj" ± sin nj'), 

tg ~ = sh nj"/cos nj', (3)* 

where ~ = ln s, while j' = j'(u) and j" = j"(u) are 
the real and imaginary parts of the function j = j(u), 
which determines the pole position. The quantities 
pe±i<P are the residues f! and f! multiplied by 

*ch = cosh, sh = sinh, tg = tan. 
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some known functions that depend only on u. 
The helicity amplitudes in the s-channel are 

related to the invariant amplitudes by 

e f11 = (+IF I +)=42ma (u, s)~ (s - m2 - f12) b (u, s)l cos 2 , 

f1-1 = (--i-IF 1-i-) = s-'f, [(s + m2 -!-12) a (u, s) 

- m (s- m2 + f12) b (u, s)l sin%. (4) 

As s- co, the amplitudes a(u, s) and b(u, s) 
are asymptotically of the same order of magnitude, 
so that (4) can be rewritten 

fn = - V -usb(u, s), 
(S->00) 

fi-1 = liS (a(u, s) - mb(u, s)). 
(S..->QO) 

(5) 

Expressing with the aid of (2) the values of a 
and b in terms of A and B, and substituting the 
resultant expressions in (5), we get 

t V-- (u+ m2-tt2) A-2mB 
n = -us i ' 

f _ ,r:2muA-(u+m2-tt2)B 
l-1- v s i ' 

where y= -u2 +2u(m2 +~L2 )- (m2 -~L2 ) 2 • 

(6) 

3. The scattering amplitude can be represented 
in the c.m.s. of the s-channel in the following 
form [3], which is convenient for the calculation 
of polarization effects: 

(7) 

With the aid (7) we can obtain the differential scat
tering cross section 

dcr/dQ = s- 1 Sp f+f, (8) 

the polarization P of the recoil nuclei ( unpolar
ized target) 

Pda/dQ = s-1 Sp f+crf 

and the polarization of the recoil nucleons for a 
polarized target 

(9) 

(10) 

where i and j determine the polarization direc
tions of the scattered and target nucleons, respec
tively. 

If the scattering plane coincides with the xz 
plane, then 

Px = Pz = 0, Pyda/dQ = - s-2 Im fnf~-1· (11) 

It is assumed that the momentum of the incoming 
pion is directed along the z axis. Substituting in 
(11) the asymptotic values for f11 and f1_1> ac
cording to (6), we obtain 

P u da/dQ = + 2ua± sin ~ s2i'-1. (12) 
We see that, like the cross section, the recoil
nucleon polarization does not oscillate at high 
energies. 

We can obtain from (10) the connection between 
the components of Tij (the polarization cortela
tion tensor) and the helicity amplitudes; 

Txxda/dQ = S-1 (I ful 2 -I f1-1l 2 + 21 f1-1l 2 sin2 <D), 

Tyyda/dQ = S-1 ([ ful2 -I f1-1l 2 + 21 f1-1l2 COS2 <D), 

Tzzda/dQ = S-1 (] ful 2-l f1-1l 2), 

Txyda/dQ = Tyxda/dQ = - s-1 I f1-1l 2 sin 2<D, 

Txzda/dQ = - Tzxda/dQ =- 2s-1 Re f~1f1-1 cos <D, 

Tyz da/dQ = - Tzy da/dQ = - 2s-1 Re f~d1-1 sin <D, (13) 

where <I> -nucleon azimuthal scattering angle. 
Each of the components of the tensor (13) has a 

structure 

Tij da/dQ = Q)~> (s, u) + f;i (<D) Q)}> (s, u), (14) 

where fij (<I>) are known functions of <I>, while the 
quantities QH• 0 have, after (3) and (6) are substi
tuted in (13), the form 

Qii (s, u) = Q)}>(u) I A 12 + Q}J\u) Re A*B + QW(u) I B 12 , 

(15) 
where Q~~) are known functions that depend only 

lJ 
on u. After simple transformations we get 

Qii (s, u) = (s/mf1)2i'-1ff')~> [1 + l1;i cos (2j"6 + 2<p +~if)]; 

tg ~if = - ffo)'> I ffo}J>, 

ffo)~> = f (1 + o:;) (QW- uQ)~>), 

ff'W = + c1 + o:; cos 2~)~CQW + uQW) 

=t=fo:; sin 2~FUQ)J>, 

+ + y- u (1 - o:; cos 2~) Q)j>. 

(16) 

(16a) 

(16b) 

(16c) 

We see from (16) that the correlative quantities 
Tij oscillate with a frequency that increases loga
rithmically with increasing energy. 

The oscillation amplitude .6.ij depends on the 
pole position, which determines by means of (3) 
the quantities a,l and {3 in (16a), (16b), and (16c). 
If we assume that when u ~ -1-'2 both quantities 
j' and j" are of the order of zero (i.e., ai = 1, 
tan {3 = 0) then, as can be readily seen from (16a) 
-(16c), .6.ij ~ 1. If these estimates are correct, 
then the amplitude of the oscillations may turn 
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out to be comparable in magnitude with the non
oscillating part of the cross section. 

In conclusion I express sincere gratitude to 
A. I. Akhiezer for continuous interest in the work 
and for numerous discussions, and to I. Ya .. Pome
ranchuk for interest in the work. 
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